Meeting Date: Tuesday, April 28, 2016
Time: 3:00 pm UTC
Purpose: Nabble Demonstration

Attendees:
- Marlon Taylor
- Patrick Maroney
- John Wunder
- Masato
- John-Mark Gurney
- Mark Davidson
- Nicole Gong
- Chris Roblee
- Jane Ginn - Recorder
- Raymon van der Velde
- Ali Khan
- Other Guests

Agenda:

Review the Nabble Platform Tool – As a Collaboration Platform

Meeting Notes:

Patrick
- Outlined objectives of a collaboration platform
- Need for Structured Hierarchical Content
- Gave examples of different topic streams in Interoperability Subcommittee
- Showed example of intermittent monitoring
- Gave live demo
  
  *Showed how to send email directly from Nabble*

Nicole
- How can we get onto platform?

Patrick
- I’ll send out an invitation after this

Marlon
- When a new sub-structure is created – do the participants in the parent conversation get notified?

Patrick
  
  *Demonstrated how to do this*

Marlon
  
  *Discussed technique for changing topics or archiving*

Patrick
- It does fix links when changes are made

Nicole
- I wonder if there is a way to do a topic Mind Map.
- Gave example of how people could find new topics if away for a while

Patrick
- Showed the searching and filtering
- Stated he could think of a couple of ways to do a mind map

Marlon
- What would be the way to make this official?

Patrick
- Wants to set this up as the tool for the Interoperability Subcommittee as a beta test

Jane
Pointed out that a demo was given to the OASIS guys

Patrick
  *Asked if everyone on the demo wants to join*

Marlon
  It looks good to me – my questions answered

Nicole
  I think it looks good to me

John
  I wonder what you see this as a replacement for

Patrick
  I see it as an enhancement to the email – Slack is good for stream-of-consciousness

Jane
  Useful to have asynchronous communications

Raymond
  Good demo – I think it does fill in a specific function – having a forum – different topics
  I really like Slack – But one challenge – Does not work well in an asynchronous context
  In slack – you can create channels at will
  We are a global organization – different time zones
  A forum-based communication tool – There is a need for this type of tool to fill in this gap

Patrick
  Slack is like Chat-on-Steroids – They are coming out with a threaded capability
  Gave example of how much time it took to come into Slack after conversation is past
  Not a Slack vs. Nabble conversation
  Trying to focus on soft spot of creating a cohesive conversation over time
  Interested in moving forward with JSON Schema stuff

Mark
  Will be interested in seeing how the demo goes

John-Mark
  I have a good way to manage through email

Marlon
  Could it be a sub-committee tool – Gave example of how Slack was adopted
  We may be missing something if it is not a full Subcommittee initiative

Patrick
  Asked for questions. Feel free to reach out on Slack
  Thanks all – I did record this... as a potential tool for the full CTI-TC – and so others can watch it.

*Terminated Meeting*